Formation of downstream high-speed jets by a rippled nonstationary quasi-parallel shock: 2-D hybrid simulations
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Abstract Experimental observations from space missions (including more recently Cluster and Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms data) have clearly revealed the existence of high-speed jets (HSJs) in the downstream region of the quasi-parallel terrestrial bow shock. Presently, two-dimensional hybrid simulations are performed in order to investigate the formation of such HSJs through a rippled quasi-parallel shock front. The simulation results show that (i) such shock fronts are strongly nonstationary along the shock normal, and (ii) ripples are evidenced along the shock front as the upstream ULF waves (excited by interaction between incident and reflected ions) are convected back to the front by the solar wind and contribute to the rippling formation. Then, these ripples are inherent structures of a quasi-parallel shock. As a consequence, new incident solar wind ions interact differently at different locations along the shock surface, and the ion bulk velocity strongly differs locally as ions are transmitted downstream. Preliminary results show that (i) local bursty patterns of turbulent magnetic field may form within the rippled front and play the role of local secondary shock; (ii) some incident ion flows penetrate the front, suffer some deflection (instead of being decelerated) at the locations of these secondary shocks, and are at the origin of well-structured (filamentary) HSJs downstream; and (iii) the spatial scales of HSJs are in a good agreement with experimental observations. Such downstream HSJs are shown to be generated by local curvature effects (front rippling) and the nonstationarity of the shock front itself.

1. Introduction

Collisionless shock is a ubiquitous interface between two plasma states in space and astrophysical plasmas and is considered to be responsible for the almost universally observed power law spectra of energetic particles [Axford et al., 1977; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978; Webb et al., 1995; Zank et al., 2006]. Collisionless shocks can be divided into two categories according to the angle between the upstream background magnetic field and the shock normal ($\theta_{Bn}$): quasi-perpendicular shocks and quasi-parallel shocks [Jones and Ellison, 1991], defined respectively by $90^\circ > \theta_{Bn} > 45^\circ$ and $45^\circ > \theta_{Bn} > 0^\circ$. When interacting with the shock front, the upstream ions divide into two categories: the directly transmitted and the reflected ions. The ion reflection processes strongly differ for a quasi-perpendicular and a quasi-parallel shock, respectively.

For a quasi-perpendicular shock, some of the incident ions are accelerated by the motional electric field and suffer a large gyromotion under the combined effect of the local magnetic field; this reflection process can be decomposed in three successive phases of acceleration, trapping, and detrapping [Lembège and Dawson, 1987]. After only one bounce (full gyromotion), these reflected ions gain enough energy to pass through the shock front and penetrate into the downstream region [Sckopke et al., 1983; Lembège, 1990; Hada et al., 2003; Mazelle et al., 2003; Lembège et al., 2004; Ofman et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009a, 2009b, 2012; Ofman and Gedalin, 2013]. Such a process results in anisotropic distributions of the downstream ions and leads to the excitation of Alfvén ion cyclotron and mirror waves [Gary et al., 1976, 1994; Winske and Quest, 1988; Gary, 1992; McKean et al., 1995a, 1995b, 1996; Lu and Wang, 2005, 2006; Shoji et al., 2009; Hao et al., 2014]. In a quasi-parallel shock, the reflected ions do not have a trajectory restricted to one gyromotion upstream but can escape upstream along the magnetic field. These form a beam which excites ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves [Lucek et al., 2002, 2004, 2008] due to the relative drift between incident and reflected ions [Quest et al., 1983; Burgess, 1989; Scholer and Burgess, 1992; Tsubouchi and Lembège, 2004; Su et al., 2012a]. In 1-D simulations, the process leads to the reformation of a quasi-parallel shock which can...
be described as follows: the ULF waves, which have a phase velocity pointing to the upstream in the shock frame but less than the incident plasma velocity, are convected back to shock front. Their amplitudes increase when they approach and merge with the shock front, and a new shock front is formed [Burgess, 1989; Schwartz and Burgess, 1991; Schwartz et al., 1992; Scholer and Burgess, 1992; Scholer, 1993; Su et al., 2012a, 2012b]. Such a reformation of a quasi-parallel shock contributes significantly to the dissipation processes of the initial bulk velocity energy [Scholer, 1993; Thomas et al., 1990; Winske et al., 1990].

With one-dimensional (1-D) hybrid simulations, Su et al. [2012b] investigated ions’ behavior at a reformed quasi-parallel shock. They found that the ions can be separated into three categories: (i) the directly transmitted ions, which have no noticeable heating after crossing the shock; (ii) some of the reflected ions which are convected back to the upstream region and become diffuse ions after being trapped between the shock fronts (old and new) within a certain time range; and (iii) some of the reflected ions move immediately back to the shock and then are transmitted downstream after being trapped between the shock fronts (old and new) within a certain time range; these ions lead to a noticeable ion heating within the downstream region. Ions (i) and (iii) are related to the observations of the two-state particles in the downstream region of a quasi-parallel shock [Gosling et al., 1989; Thomsen et al., 1990].

So far, observations have found that the downstream flow of a quasi-parallel shock has some “enhanced structures.” More precisely, from Interball-1 and Magion-4 satellite observations, Némecék et al. [1998] found the presence of transient flux enhancements in the downstream region of a quasi-parallel shock. Similar structures have been also identified by Savin et al. [2008] with Interball-1 and Cluster satellites, which have been named high kinetic energy jets. Statistical studies have shown that such high-speed jets are usually accompanied by some enhancements of both density and magnetic field magnitude. The duration time is from a few seconds to several minutes or have a spatial scale varying from 0.1 Re to 10 Re, while statistical analysis have evidenced a median value of the distribution less than 1 Re [Archer et al., 2012; Hietala et al., 2012; Karlsson et al., 2012; Archer and Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et al., 2013; Gunell et al., 2014]. Hietala et al. [2009] proposed a theoretical mechanism in which the high-speed jets (so-called HSJ herein) are due to local ripples (wave-like structures) inherent to a quasi-parallel shock front, which cause local curvature variations in the shock front. By quantitatively analyzing the relationship between downstream HSJ and ripples in quasi-parallel bow shocks, Hietala and Plaschke [2013] concluded that 97% of the observed jets can result from local ripples. In the present paper, by using a two-dimensional (2-D) hybrid simulation, we focus our attention on these structured HSJs in order to address the following questions: (i) Can present 2-D simulations recover such structured HSJ self-consistently? (Or are 3-D simulations necessary?), (ii) How and where are HSJs formed along/downstream of the rippled shock front? (iii) Does their formation mechanism agree or not with the model proposed by Hietala et al. [2009]? (iv) What are their characteristic spatial lengths as compared to recent experimental Cluster/ THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) results? and (v) Is there a link between the self-reformation of the shock front and the occurrence of HSJ? We first describe in section 2 the hybrid simulation model. The main simulation results and a comparison with previous works are presented in section 3, while conclusions will be summarized in section 4.

2. Simulation Model

The main features of the 2-D hybrid simulation model used herein are similar to hybrid models commonly used in Leroy et al. [1981, 1982]. Present simulation conditions can be summarized as follows. The background ambient magnetic field is within the x-y simulation plane. The upstream incident plasma is injected along the x axis with a fixed bulk velocity (\(V_{inj}\)) pointing to the rigid boundary located at the right-hand side of the box. The shock forms after the injected plasma interacts with the incident plasma reflected by the rigid boundary. The shock propagates to the left along the x direction, which corresponds to the global (i.e., y-averaged) direction of the shock normal N. The propagation angle \(\theta_{inj}\) (defined between the shock normal N and the upstream static field \(B_0\)) is set to be 30°. Initial conditions are \(V_{inj} = 4.5V_A\) (where \(V_A\) is the upstream Alfvén speed), and the upstream plasma beta is \(\beta_p = \beta_e = 0.4\) (where p and e denote protons and electrons, respectively). The shock propagates with a velocity \(V_{sh} \sim 1.0V_A\), and the resulting Alfvén Mach number is around 5.5; the simulation is done in the downstream rest frame. The electron resistive length \(L_\eta = \eta\omega_p^2/(4\pi V_A)\) is set to be \(L_\eta = 0.1\) (\(c\) is the light velocity), where \(\eta/4\pi = 1.1 \times 10^{-5}\) is the anomalous
resistivity (as in Leroy et al. [1981, 1982]) describing phenomenologically the wave-particle interactions resulting from high-frequency plasma instabilities and can suppress the fluctuations with high frequencies and scales smaller than $L_\eta$; such fluctuations have scales much smaller than the structure scales analyzed in the present simulations. The number of grid cells is $n_x \times n_y = 1000 \times 300$. The grid sizes are $\Delta x = 0.5c/\omega_{pi}$ and $\Delta y = 1.0c/\omega_{pi}$ (where $\omega_{pi}$ represents the ion plasma frequency in the upstream region). The time step is $\Delta t = 0.02 \Omega_i/C_0$ (where $\Omega_i = eB_0/m$ is the ion gyrofrequency, and $B_0$ is the amplitude of the upstream magnetic field).

### 3. Simulation Results

Ripples (of different scales) which are inherent structures to the quasi-parallel shock can be clearly evidenced along the shock front ($y$ direction) in Figure 1, in the total magnetic field profiles (above view) plotted at time $t = 121.5 \Omega_i^{-1}$. The shock front is located around $x = 360c/\omega_{pi}$. Establishing the link between the HSJ and the front rippling requires first to analyze more carefully the formation and the main features of the shock rippling itself. Then, the analysis is divided into two different steps: (i) a global analysis of the ULF dynamics, the shock rippling, and the identification of HSJs and (ii) a detailed analysis of one typical HSJ.

#### 3.1. Analysis of the ULF Wave Dynamics, the Shock Rippling, and the Identification of HSJs

In order to analyze the wave activity within and around the shock front, a local spectral analysis is performed within the four spatial ranges aligned along the shock front indicated in Figure 1a, and corresponding results are plotted in Figure 2. Let us note that the colored bar range of the wave spectrum has been changed between the different areas (Figure 2) in order to focus mainly on the fundamental mode(s) (not the harmonics) and to follow its evolution within each selected area. At some distance upstream from the shock front (range A), the ULF waves do not propagate along the upstream $B_0$ field (30°) but rather obliquely (43°), and one dominant mode can be easily identified (with $k_y(c/\omega_{pi}) = 0.064$, i.e., a wavelength $L_y = 98c/\omega_{pi}$ in Figure 2a). When approaching the shock front (range B), the waves suffer some refraction (as in Scholer et al. [1993]) and change their propagation direction; a mixing of two main modes respectively approaching (59°) and aligned (90°) along the shock front direction is evidenced (Figure 2b). We have verified that when different spatial widths of area B are considered, the identification of the dominant modes is not affected (not shown). Within the shock front (range C), the waves suffer the stronger steepening (illustrated by bands of higher harmonics indicated by yellow arrows in Figure 2c) and the wave propagation extends within the angular range from 90° (along the shock front) to 30°, but the waves mainly propagate along the $y$ axis since the main dominant (fundamental) mode is carried by $k_y(c/\omega_{pi}) = 0.08$ (largest wavelength in the front is $L_y = 78.5c/\omega_{pi}$). Note that the similar values of $k_y$ modes observed for the dominant modes within ranges A, B, and C confirm that the upstream ULF waves which are convected by the incident plasma into the shock front are at the origin of the front ripples. Then, the shock front loses its homogeneity (also named coherency...
in Scholer et al. [1993]). At last, in the downstream region not too far from the front (range D), the steepening becomes weaker (the number of harmonics reduces) and the fundamental mode persists mainly along the front but decreases to $k_y (c/\omega_{pi}) = 0.042$ (longest wavelength $L_y = 149.5 c/\omega_{pi}$ as seen in Figure 2d). Note that if we extend the range of the color bar in Figure 2d, the $k$ width of the identified modes extends (which illustrates that several modes can propagate around the dominant mode in the downstream region) but the features of the dominant mode remain unchanged.

In order to clarify the terminology used throughout the text, let us recall that (i) the self-reformation denotes the time-varying process taking place along the direction of the shock normal (i.e., along the x axis), (ii) the front rippling denotes the spatial field fluctuations observed mainly along the shock front (along the y axis) at any fixed time (in other words, the front is not homogeneous along y), and (iii) the front nonstationarity cover any field time fluctuations at the front whatever is the concerned direction (x, y, or oblique). Let us analyze in detail the nonstationary behavior of the shock front. In contrast with the self-reformation of the shock front expected in 1-D simulation as in Burgess [1989], the self-reformation is not so clear in the present 2-D simulations. In order to clarify this question, two different time stackplots of the total magnetic field have been plotted: one for the y-averaged magnetic field (Figure 3a) and the other for the local magnetic field measured at four different y locations (Figure 3b) indicated by dashed lines in Figure 1b. In Figure 3a, the front rippling is smoothed out (y-averaged profile) and only the dynamics of the shock front along the global (in contrast with local) shock normal is included. As expected, Figure 3a clearly evidences a self-reformation (indicated by red arrows) with a period value around $T_{SR} = 10-13 \Omega_i^{-1}$ very similar to the one measured in a separate 1-D simulation (not shown herein) performed in conditions identical to those used for the present 2-D simulation. In contrast, Figure 3b shows that the whole shock front is still nonstationary but does not self-reform itself as in 1-D. Indeed, the self-reformation cannot be synchronous along the x axis at different y locations of the shock front, because of the strong and irregular shock front rippling (“irregular” means that the rippling cannot be described as a simple sinusoidal spatial fluctuation along the y axis). Different situations are evidenced: (a) either the self-reformation cannot be identified (as in Figures 3b-i and 3b-ii); in this case, the front rippling (along the y axis) is dominant and destroys the homogeneous structure of the shock front necessary for the self-reformation process itself (mainly controlled along the x axis); (b) or it is intermittent and takes place within a certain time range $T_{SR}$ as indicated between red arrows in
Figure 3b; this time range may slightly vary according to the fixed y axis of concern ($T_{SR} = 12 \Omega_i^{-1}$ and $12-13 \Omega_i^{-1}$, respectively, for Figures 3b-iii and 3b-iv). In this case, the local front self-reformation (mainly along the x axis) is dominant with respect to the rippling effects (mainly along the y axis). The transition between the above cases (a) and (b) strongly depends on the y axis location, i.e., on the local amplitude of the nonlinear (irregular) rippling of the shock front versus the large amplitude of the local ULF waves convected by the incident plasma reaching the front. Let us recall that the convection causes ULF waves.
waves/SLAMS (short large-amplitude magnetic structure)-like structures to merge with the shock front, which contributes to the front rippling and/or to the local reformation. Moreover, Scholer et al. [1993] mentioned a self-reformation of the whole shock front starting at a time when the shock front is rather smooth and weakly nonhomogeneous, which appears to be a necessary condition for initiating the self-reformation. This is in contrast with the present results where the strong nonhomogeneity of the front inhibits the self-reformation of the entire shock front. This difference requires a detailed analysis which is out of scope of the present work and will be presented in a forthcoming analysis.

One striking feature of the present simulations is the occurrence of high-speed jets (HSJs) within the downstream shock front region. The fact that these HSJs almost originate from the front and extend downstream strongly suggests that these are related to the rippled nonstationary shock front itself as seen by comparing Figures 4a and 4b. More exactly, HSJs appear to occur solely because a parcel of incident flow does not impinge upon a local shock surface at the same x location as an adjacent parcel of flow. HSJs are observed at different y locations. Their features can be summarized as follows: (i) these are associated to flow leaking from an adjacent location and flowing along lines parallel to intense B regions, as illustrated by dashed lines at two different times \( t = 121.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) and \( 152.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) in Figure 4 and more precisely by the vector field plot in Figure 5b; (ii) these have a narrow structure elongated along downstream magnetic field; (iii) these persist within a certain time range and look like filaments at a later time as these extend downstream; and (iv) their occurrence time along the shock front is mainly random without any apparent link with local self-reformation time defined in section 3.1. The associated local high-amplitude magnetic field where the HSJs originally form play the role of a secondary shock against which the incident plasma flow suffers some deflection. The understanding of the underlying mechanisms related to HSJs, requires us to focus our attention on a detailed analysis of one HSJ.

3.2. Detailed Analysis of One HSJ

The aims of this section are to determine (i) what main process is responsible for the formation of HSJs, (ii) how a secondary shock forms, and (iii) what the main features of the HSJs are. In order to answer these questions, an enlarged view (defined by the red rectangle in Figure 4b) of a typical HSJ is shown in Figure 5, where the total magnetic field and the ion bulk velocity \( V_i \) vectors are plotted at time \( t = 152.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) when local downstream \( V_i \) reaches a very large amplitude. The striking features are summarized as follows:

---

**Figure 4.** Isocolors of the total magnetic field (a, c) and of the ion bulk velocity (b, d) represented within the simulation plane (above view) at two different times \( t = 121.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) and \( 152.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) where the shock front is located around \( x = 360c/\omega_{pi} \) and \( 330c/\omega_{pi} \) respectively.
1. The HSJ starts within the area A identified in Figure 5a where the rippled shock front presents an indentation (i.e., a local strongly curved profile with a width of the order of $\Delta y = 40c/\omega_{pi}$ identified by the red arrow) facilitating any downstream penetration of the incident ion flow. Within this area A (reported in Figure 5b), a particular feature is that the upstream local ion flow vectors (indicated by dark arrows in Figure 5b) at/very near the frontier between green-blue areas are almost directed along the local shock normal but change direction when passing through this frontier (their amplitude slightly decreases as seen by the flow vectors size).

2. At a short distance from A, the ion flow meets the obstacle formed by the Ssh structure (this feature identified by a red arrow in Figure 5a will be described below). The local angle (hereafter, named $\alpha$) defined between the local ion flow vectors and the local shock normal at the Ssh is very large; this feature will be analyzed in section 3.3. Then, the flow suffers a much stronger deflection farther downstream (point B) and gets a narrow filamentary structure (indicated by arrow C in Figure 5b) elongated along the direction of the magnetic field vectors when penetrating even more downstream (to compare Figures 5a and 5b). Note that the amplitudes of both the ion flow $V_i$ and of the total magnetic field (given by the size of the local vectors) are the largest within this filament. The direction of this filament becomes strongly oblique with respect to the $x$ axis (its initial direction) and deflects to the $y$ axis (shock front direction). One stressing point is that this strong deflection takes place exactly at the location where the amplitude of local magnetic field is quite large and plays the role of a local secondary shock (named “Ssh” hereafter and in Figure 5a), as illustrated by the reference oblique dashed line plotted in both Figures 5a and 5b.

3. Farther downstream (point D), the amplitude of the flow velocity is lower than at location A (the size of the $V_i$ vector progressively decreases from A to D in Figure 5b), while it becomes more aligned along the shock front itself (following the direction of the local downstream magnetic field). In the present case, the global deflection of the ion flow from the shock normal ($x$ axis) to the direction parallel to shock front ($y$ axis) takes place over a distance $\Delta x = 36c/\omega_{pi} = 0.56Re$ (the width of the spatial range between the vertical dash-dotted lines in Figure 5b). This distance should not be confused with the width (transverse scale) of HSJ discussed in section 3.3 and Table 1. The overall formation and dynamics of the HSJ may be seen in Movie S1 in the supporting information.

One question arises: How can such a secondary shock form?

Global hybrid simulations [Omidi et al., 2005; Blanco-Cano et al., 2009; Von Alfthan et al., 2014; Kempf et al., 2015] have been made recently and evidenced the wavy and turbulent activity of the quasi-parallel region and associated foreshock. But answering the above question requires a careful and local analysis of the front and of the secondary shock at times before it forms. As a reminder, the quasi-parallel shock front can be
This scenario is illustrated by the plots of the total magnetic field compressions ratio between peak values within SLAMS (short large-amplitude magnetic structures). These monolithic patterns have an amplitude larger by a few orders than that of the background field. More precisely, the magnetic field compression ratio between peak values within SLAMS to upstream average must exceed a factor of 2 [Schwartz et al., 1992; Lucek et al., 2004, 2008; Wilson et al., 2013], and SLAMS have smaller spatial scales than ULF waves [e.g., Lucek et al., 2002, 2004, 2008]. These SLAMS form an ensemble of discrete structures emerging from surrounding fluctuations and constitute the basic ingredients of the quasi-parallel shock [Schwartz and Burgess, 1991; Burgess et al., 2005]. In short, new waves generated upstream grow and steepen as these are carried back toward the shock by the solar wind and replace the previous (older) SLAMS which are transmitted downstream [Burgess, 1989; Schwartz and Burgess, 1991; Schwartz et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994].

In the present case, let us analyze more carefully the wavefront dynamics. One starts at a time before the time of Figure 6 (results not shown here) when new ULF waves have reached a nonlinear level and approach the shock front. But the shock front itself already has some “old” rippling that interacts with incident flow; the label old refers to old ULF waves having already interacted with the shock front and contributed to the rippling. Then, the front of these “new” ULF waves splits into different pieces (mainly aligned along the y axis) when interacting with the old rippling, which are carried through the front by the incident plasma flow. The upstream edge of these pieces of ULF waves suffer an important steepening and evolve into SLAMS. These SLAMS-like structures overcome one another depending on the local magnetic field amplitude at their upstream edge. Some areas can form where these pieces of the shock front accumulate (local magnetic field pileup) while being carried by the incident flow and merge. The resulting local increased magnetic field penetrates the shock more easily (as illustrated by red ellipses in Figure 6c) and form a large-amplitude secondary shock (named Ssh) locally downstream. In contrast, other areas with much weaker local magnetic field form around the Ssh (more exactly in the wake of Ssh); then, such local depletions in the B field amplitudes which facilitates the local penetration of incident plasma within the deformed front may persist and allow the upstream plasma to interact directly with the local Ssh at later times. A local larger rippling in the magnetic field profile means an increased curvature of the local ripple, i.e., a larger angle between the incident flow and the local normal to the shock, which is an appropriate condition for initiating HSJs downstream [Hietala et al., 2009].

This scenario is illustrated by the plots of the total magnetic field shown at different times of Figure 6. At \( t = 135.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) (Figure 6a), some SLAMS-like pattern S1 (not shown at previous times) reach the shock front and approach a part of the front (S2 in red ellipse). A merging takes place, and the local magnetic field is strongly reinforced but is not uniform (in strength and in direction) along the y axis (S3 in purple rectangle) and leads to an elongated structure (\( t = 140.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) in Figure 6b). Under convection, this structure splits into different pieces; one piece penetrates more through the shock front and a local indentation (i.e., a local curved profile in B) forms, which corresponds to the location A of Figure 6c. The size of the indentation increases, and other surrounding pieces approach each other and merge (\( t = 149.5 \Omega_i^{-1} \) in Figure 6d). This merging (or B pileup process) reinforces the local magnetic field which penetrates more downstream and becomes a secondary shock (Ssh). Under the convection effects, the Ssh moves as illustrated by the increasing distance \( d \) (measured along the y axis) defined between the local maximum of B of the Ssh...
and the yellow line used as a reference (Figures 6d–6f); this shift requires further analysis. Note that this Ssh does not require any obstacle to be formed and forces the initial ion flow to be strongly delected.

As shown in Figure 5b, the HSJ is an elongated filamentary structure of the ion flow allowing the penetration of energetic ions within the downstream shock region. This filamentary pattern is also quite evident in the ion kinetic energy as illustrated in Figures 7a and 7b. The signature is much stronger in the parallel component than in the perpendicular one, since the HSJ is strong and mainly aligned along the local downstream magnetic field.

3.3. Comparison of Simulation Results With Previous Works

Features of HSJ presented in the present work are very similar to those of the so-called transient ion flux enhancements reported in observations performed in the Earth’s magnetosheath by Němeček et al. [1998]. Similar observations have been also found with the 120 events of anomalous high energy density analyzed by Savin et al. [2008], where energy density has been defined by $W_k = 0.5m_pNv^2$ and where $m_p$ is the proton mass, $N$ is the number density, and $V$ is the bulk velocity.

A more detailed analysis may be performed by comparing the present results with THEMIS observations made by Plaschke et al. [2013]. For this purpose, we plot in Figure 8c the spatial profile of six quantities measured along the line A-B indicated in Figures 8a and 8b, namely, (i) the magnetic field components and the associated total magnetic field; (ii) the ion bulk velocity components and the associated total $V_i$ velocity; (iii) the parallel, perpendicular, and total ion kinetic energy; (iv) the parallel, perpendicular, and total ion temperature; (v) the ion density; and (vi) the $x$ component of the ion dynamic pressure, namely, $P_{\text{dyn}} = \rho V_x^2$ (where $\rho$ is the plasma density and $V_x$ is the ion bulk flow along $x$). Results of Figure 8c are in a good agreement with experimental results of Figure 1 in Plaschke et al. [2013]. More precisely, a detailed analysis shows that
1. The present simulation results clearly show that relative to the ambient downstream medium, the HSJ exhibits higher bulk velocity speed, density, and magnetic field. Note that values within pre-HSJ and post-HSJ regions are not identical as in Plaschke et al. [2013] where HSJ is fully imbedded within the magnetosheath far from the shock front. Indeed, in the present case, the HSJ is relatively near the shock front (the pre-HSJ region almost includes a part of the upstream region) which explains this asymmetry.

2. The most noticeable feature of the HSJ is the isolated jump in the ion dynamic pressure $P_{\text{dyn}} = \rho V_x^2$ (plot (vi)). This feature is characteristic of HSJ since the plasma dynamic pressure in the downstream region has generally an amplitude much lower than that in the upstream plasma. Presently, the dynamic pressure along $x$ within the HSJ exceeds half the upstream dynamic pressure $P_{\text{US}}/2$. The maximum pressure is located at $x = L_{\text{max}}$, the associated pressure jump $\Delta P = 0.67 P_{\text{sw}}$ (yellow area in Figure 8c-vi) i.e., its maximum reaches almost the upstream value $P_{\text{US}}$, while it is slightly above the upstream value $P_{\text{US}}$ in Plaschke et al. [2013]. The HSJ spatial transverse width (measured between the vertical dashed red lines in Figure 8c) is defined by the spatial range around $L_{\text{max}}$ where $P_{\text{dyn}} > 0.25 P_{\text{US}}$ similar to the reference procedure used for Figure 1 of Plaschke et al. [2013]. The measured transverse scale is equal to $14c/\omega_{pi} = 1400 \text{ km}$ (based on a typical value of the upstream ion inertia length $c/\omega_{pi} = 100 \text{ km}$).

3. Inside the HSJ, the ion bulk velocity in $x$ direction (blue line in Figure 8c-ii between vertical dashed lines) exhibits a jump $\Delta V_x = V_x(L_{\text{max}}) - 0.5 \times V_x(L_{\text{max}}) = 1.0V_A = 0.22V_{\text{US}}$. In addition to Plaschke et al. [2013], the present results show that the HSJ is shifted in time to larger $y$ values as evidenced in the relative motion of Ssh mentioned in section 3.2 (to see the increasing distance $d$ defined at different times in Figures 6d–6f).

4. The transverse and parallel scales of the HSJ have been measured respectively along the cuts AB and CD applied to the total ion velocity (Figure 8b), and results are reported in Table 1 (for comparison, experimental measurements are extracted from Plaschke et al. [2013]). These measurements are performed at given time $t = 152.5 \Omega_i^{-1}$, and values may vary versus time. However, these typical values are of the same order as those measured experimentally and a reasonable agreement is found. A good agreement is also found with experimental results of Archer et al. [2012] where spatial dimensions are of the order of $1 \text{ Re}$ parallel to the flow and $0.2$–$0.5 \text{ Re}$ perpendicular to it (from THEMIS observations). Extensively, our simulations confirm the localized temporal nature of HSJs: scales of Table 1 are in good agreement (i) with Interball-1 and Magion measurements made by Němeček et al. [1998] who found a duration (crossing time range) of the transient events varying from tens of seconds to a few minutes (corresponding dimensions of the order of $1 \text{ Re}$), (ii) with THEMIS observations made by Archer and Horbury. [2013] with a duration 10 s to 3 min (average around 30 s), and (iii) with an average duration of 28 s (corresponding to $1 \text{ Re}$) from Interball-1 observations (83 events) made by Savin et al. [2008] in structures that the authors call “high-kinetic energy density plasma jets.” Let us mention that a one to one precise agreement cannot be obtained since some experimental data are not accessible and plasma parameters may differ (for instance, $MA = 12$ in Hietala et al. [2009], while $MA = 5.5$ herein). Moreover, as mentioned by Plaschke et al. [2013] for experimental observations, let us recall two points: (a) temporal and spatial length scales depend on the chosen threshold level of the dynamic

Figure 7. Enlarged view of the (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular kinetic energy (directions are defined with respect to the local magnetic field) at the time $152.5 \Omega_i^{-1}$ within the same spatial range as used in Figure 6.
pressure ratio used for defining the HSJ intervals (here one uses $P_{\text{dyn}} > 0.25P_{\text{US}}$ in order to determine the HSJ interval as in Plaschke et al. [2013]), and (b) the accuracy of the measured spatial scales depends on how well the jet patterns (local enhancement of $P_{\text{dyn}}$, $x$) follow the plasma flow (presently, simulation results confirm that it is the case, when comparing Figures 8c-ii and 8c-vi).
5. As mentioned by Plaschke et al. [2013], experimental observations do not evidence any distinct time of recurrence (i.e., time between two consecutive HSJs identified within the same magnetosheath interval). This result seems also in qualitative agreement with the present simulation results which show that the occurrence of HSJs is transient; indeed, no regular (or periodic) occurrence has been identified in the present simulations.

6. No heating is associated with HSJs as is evidenced between vertical dashed lines in Figure 8c-iv. Relative to the ambient magnetosheath, the temperature is more isotropic and even lower within the HSJ than outside in good agreement with experimental results [Plaschke et al., 2013].

Another comparison may be performed between the present simulation results and the scenario for HSJ’s formation as proposed by Hietala et al. [2009]. In contrast with Nemecek et al. [1998] and Savin et al. [2008], who did not identify a clear source for the HSJs (but only invoke a local reconnection process), Hietala et al. [2009] have proposed a scenario for HSJ’s formation based on Cluster experimental observations. The key points of the scenario are (a) the presence of front rippling which allows the front to be locally curved and (b) the angle $\alpha$ between the upstream bulk velocity $V_{US}$ and the local shock normal $N$. When this local angle $\alpha$ is small, the shock primarily decelerates the flow $V_{US}$. However, when the local angle $\alpha$ is large (due to the curvature of local large-scale rippling), the curved shock mainly deflects the flow while the plasma bulk velocity is almost close to its upstream value. Then, the plasma is compressed (with respect to the surrounding values) in such a way that the local high density combined with the high bulk velocity results in a jet with a high dynamic pressure [Hietala et al., 2009].

This scenario is quite similar to the one that we obtain in the present simulation (section 3). However, let us note some slight differences: (i) our results show that the ion bulk velocity within the HSJ (Figure 8c-ii) suffers some decrease with respect to its upstream value (instead of being constant); (ii) Figure 3 of Hietala et al. [2009] (and Figure 1 of Hietala et al. [2012]) invoke the formation of a secondary shock upstream of an obstacle, in relation to the fact that the HSJ is observed close to the magnetopause, due to its interaction with the magnetopause. The magnetosheath HSJ was supermagnetosonic in the frame of reference of the magnetopause, and thus it formed a shock upon interaction. The simulations of Karimabadi et al. [2014] also indicate the possibility of a bow wave/shock ahead of a supermagnetosonic HSJ as it propagates deeper into the magnetosheath. Moreover, the present results stress the importance of the “secondary shock” (named Ssh) which forms within the shock front and of the angle $\alpha$ defined more precisely between the local bulk velocity $V_{US}$ (upstream of this Ssh) and the local shock normal $N$ at this Ssh. However, let us emphasize that the Ssh mentioned in the present study only results from a rapid pileup of nonlinear (SLAMS-like) curved structures at the front, which leads to a rapid enhancement of a local magnetic field; no obstacle has been invoked. At last, our present Ssh is located much closer to the main shock, which suggests that this difference is due to the smaller Mach regime ($MA = 5.5$) used herein as compared to that measured by Hietala et al. [2009] where $MA = 12$ or by Karimabadi et al. [2014] where $MA = 8$. These differences are in agreement with the idea that HSJs associated with high $MA$ regime of solar wind can penetrate farther downstream (with a bulk velocity closer to its upstream value) and reach more easily the magnetopause than for lower $MA$ regimes.

In summary, a good agreement has been found between the present simulation and previous experimental results [Hietala et al., 2009, 2012; Plaschke et al., 2013] which seems to clearly indicate that HSJs are issued from the shock front rippling in association with the shock front nonstationarity. Of course, this does not mean that all previously reported HSJs are issued from the same geometry-related origin.

4. Conclusions

The present simulation results confirm and detail the formation of HSJs, where the flow in the downstream region of a quasi-parallel shock is well structured (filamentary pattern). The main features of these structures may be summarized as follows:

1. HSJs form at the front and propagate and extend within the downstream region. Their occurrence is transient and is independent of local self-reformation processes.

2. Their formation is strongly associated to the nonstationary behavior and the strong rippling (local curvature effects) of the shock front, which allows a deeper penetration of the incident ion flow into the downstream region.

3. HSJs result as the initial ion flow deflects away from the shock normal to a strongly oblique direction approaching the shock front, as it penetrates farther downstream.
4. This deflection takes place against a local secondary shock which forms within the front. This secondary shock itself is due to the pileup (progressive increase of local magnetic field) of nonlinear SLAMS-like structures of the magnetic field carried by the convection effects and does not require any obstacle to be built up.

5. HSJs are associated to local formation of very energetic ions; however, no particle heating takes place.

6. The present results show that HSJs may form even for reasonable MA regime (herein $MA = 5.5$) which is more moderate than the ones measured experimentally. Higher Mach regime can impact the penetration distance of the HSJ within the downstream region and its possible influence on the ionosphere-magnetosphere-magnetopause system as shown by Shue et al. (2009) and Amata et al. (2011).

The striking feature is that the front of quasi-parallel shocks, which are known as highly turbulent frontiers, can generate self-consistently well-structured elongated filaments of flows persisting downstream (HSJs), whose occurrence can take place anywhere along the shock front. The formation of the present HSJs does not need any external upstream pressure fluctuations/discontinuities imbedded in and carried by the solar wind to be generated. Several scenarios for their formation have been proposed by different authors: (i) Lin et al. (1996a, 1996b) have analyzed the interaction of the bow shock with a rotational discontinuity moving in the interplanetary field by using hybrid and magnetohydrodynamic models; (ii) Savin et al. (2008, 2012) have proposed that the hot flow anomalies (representing obstacles to the flow of the solar wind) may locally trigger HSJs to reestablish the solar wind balance; and (iii) Hiitola et al. (2009, 2012) have proposed a scenario where HSJs are generated by the shock front rippling (local curvature effects) combined with the nonstationarity of the shock front. Indeed, nearby local disturbances such as SLAMS-like or isolated upstream structures (self-consistently generated upstream of the shock by instabilities and interaction with suprathermal reflected ions) can penetrate downstream under the convection effects. The present results are in a good agreement with this last proposed scenario and with previous experimental observations based on THEMIS and Cluster data. Let us note that recent numerical results issued from 2-D global hybrid simulations by Karimabadi et al. (2014) have also mentioned some filamentary structures (named HSJs herein) which can extend till farther magnetosheath, but no detailed explanation on their formation has been given at that time. Moreover, upstream plasma conditions and Mach regime differ from those considered herein, and a further parametric analysis is necessary in order to perform a detailed comparison of previous global and the present local results. At last, let us note that a recent work of Karlsson et al. (2015) based on Cluster experimental data has evidenced two distinct populations of magnetosheath plasmoids: the so-called diamagnetic plasmoids associated to a decrease of the magnetic field strength (but no change of the magnetosheath plasma flow velocity) and the so-called paramagnetic plasmoids associated to an increase of the magnetic field strength and which can be either embedded (to see Karlsson et al. (2012)) or associated to an increase in the flow velocity. This analysis suggests that the paramagnetic plasmoids may be regarded as a subset of HSJs or a closely related phenomenon. A further comparative analysis between these plasmoids and the HSJs is then necessary and will be developed in the near future.
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